Imputation is one of the key steps in the preprocessing and quality control protocol of any genetic study. Most imputation algorithms were originally developed for the use in human genetics and thus are optimized for a high level of genetic diversity. As the software BEAGLE offers the user considerable flexibility to tune the algorithm to the specific genetic structure of the respective dataset. Different versions of BEAGLE were evaluated on genetic datasets of doubled haploids of two European landraces in maize, a commercial breeding line and a diversity panel in chicken, respectively, with different levels of genetic diversity and structure. BEAGLE 5.0 showed the best performance and was less dependent on adapted parameter settings than the earlier versions. For all versions, the parameter of the effective population size had a major effects on the error rate for imputation of ungenotyped markers, reducing error rates by up to 98.5%. For BEAGLE 4.0 and 4.1 imputation accuracies were further improved by tuning parameters like modelscale, buildwindow and nsamples.
For quality control SNPs/animals with less than 99%/95% callrate 96 were removed. We will here focus on chromosome 1, 7 and 20 with 97 56'773/65'177, 12'585/13'533 and 5'539/5'940 SNPs representing 98 cases for large, medium and small size chromosomes in the di- 
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Evaluation Pipeline
125
The imputation process itself can be split up into three internally 126 linked steps which can be of different importance based on the 127 data at hand and, in the following, will be analyzed separately: To assess the quality of inference and UM imputation we used the 138 following testing pipeline and repeated the procedure 50 times 139 for each test. We start from a completed dataset in which missing 140 genotypes have been imputed, and consider this as the "true" 3. Evaluation of performance by comparison to the "true" dataset 154 (for more on this we refer to the following subsections). 156 To evaluate the quality of inference and UM imputation we count 157 the total number of entries in the genotype matrix different to the 158 "true" dataset. In this procedure, markers with a low minor allele 159 frequency have a lower influence on the overall quality than in 160 the commonly used practice of calculating the correlation between 161 imputed and "true" dataset. To account for this, we will provide 162 error rates depending on the allele frequency as well. A disad-163 vantage of using a correlation is that it does not account for fixed 164 markers (correlation not defined) and those markers thus have to 165 be excluded from the analysis. As rare variants tend to be more 166 difficult to impute and those variants tend to be fixed at a higher To evaluate phasing quality we use the switch error rate as de- Evaluation of phasing quality 178 The evaluation of phasing quality is more complex since the true 179 haplotype phase is usually not known and there is a potential bias 180 towards the method that was used to derive the haplotype phase.
155
Evaluation of imputation quality
181
Since we are working with doubled haploid lines in the maize 182 dataset, the true gametic phase is known and a "true" dataset for 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
233
In the following, we will use BEAGLE 4.1 on default settings as 234 the standard and compare all results to it. We will here focus 
240
Unless otherwise mentioned, we will report the error rates in the 241 landrace KE averaged over all chromosomes as the maize data.
242
Results for PE were similar with on average slightly increased error 243 rates. For details on that we refer to Supplementary Figures S3, S4,   244   S5, S6 and Table S1 . for basically all tested settings, leading us to conclude that infer-315 ence on this dataset there is not much potential to decrease error 316 rates. A potential reason for this is that other error source like SNP 317 calling errors may already be higher than error rates on default. 319 When performing UM imputation, error rates were much higher 320 than in the inference case. Overall error rates decreased with the 321 size of the reference panel ( Figure 6 ). Especially for high error Figure 3 Inference error rate based on the location of the genome. Outliers are corrected for by using a Nadaraya-Watson-estimator (Nadaraya 1964), using a Gaussian kernel and a bandwidth of 3'000 markers for the maize data. flint references ( Supplementary Table S1 ). 405 For all tests in this subsection, we used BEAGLE 5.0 with an ef-406 fective population size of ne = 10'000. As already shown before, 407 the error rate of UM imputation is decreasing when increasing the 408 number of individuals in the reference panel ( Figure 6 ). The rela-409 tive effect of this improvement is highest when using appropriate 410 parameter settings, whereas there is only a minor change in UM 411 imputation quality with default settings. It should be noted that 412 the minimum size of the reference to get adequate results is highly 413 dependent on the dataset. As a rule of thumb, one can say that 414 datasets containing more diversity in general need more individu-415 als in the reference panel for similar UM imputation quality.
318
UM Imputation quality
404
Size of the reference panel
416
Choice of the reference panel 417 In case the reference population has a lot of stratification, the de- Supplementary Table S1 . It should be noted that subpopulations Supplementary Table S2 .
473
To optimize UM imputation quality, one has to find a balance be- Overall we can conclude that the quality for inference, UM impu- the study sample. In case computation time is of no concern we 571 additionally recommend an increase of the number of iterations 572 (BEAGLE 5: burnin & iterations).
573
The used reference genome only mildly affected overall error rates 574 in maize. Main benefit of the usage of the genetically more related 575 flint reference genomes was a lower number of markers with ex-576 tremely high error rates, whereas overall error rates were similar.
577
With an increasing number of new reference genomes we recom-578 mend the use of a reference genome of similar genetic origin.
579
In terms of the design of an ideal reference panel we conclude 580 that UM imputation without any individuals from similar genetic 581 origin (in our case the same subpopulation) will lead to extremely 
